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VOCYL’s philosophy is that
everyone has the right to
belong—no matter their race,
gender, size, age, religion,
sexual orientation or ability.

What is VOCYL?!
Victoria Opportunities For Community Youth Leadership (VOCYL) is a
program that allows youth from diverse backgrounds and with varying
abilities the opportunity to connect with one another in a meaningful way
and develop leadership skills while sharing the message of inclusion.
VOCYL began in 2004 and is part of Community Living Victoria (CLV).  
VOCYL’s philosophy is that everyone has the right to belong—no matter
their race, gender, size, age, religion, sexual orientation or ability.  VOCYL
members have the desire to share their knowledge and experiences as
youth both with and without disabilities in order to advocate for change
in their local schools and communities.
The youth in this program meet bi-weekly and have the chance to make
new friends, participate in community events and conferences, give
presentations to local schools, build leadership skills, plan social events
and have tons of fun!
The three objectives required to meet the VOCYL mission are: Sharing
the VOCYL Message; Building Leadership Skills; and Developing Youth
and Community Connections. The following report presents the
accomplishments of VOCYL during the 2014 -15 academic year.

Message from the Coordinator
Throughout the years, VOCYL members have been showing Victoria youth the
strength and power of creating a legacy. We all leave memories of ourselves
wherever we go—good or bad, negative or empowering. VOCYL believes that
positive and encouraging memories can leave a lasting and valuable impact on
our community. This is something that we try to do with our group. Not only do
the VOCYL members leave a legacy of inclusion and belonging through their
presentations and community involvement, but this past year they bound their
messages—stories, gifts and accomplishments—into a VOCYL book, leaving a
physical manifestation of their legacy for others to share.
All VOCYL youth worked extremely hard on this book and made the realization
of this vision possible. The creation of the book and the corresponding launch
event at the Horticultural Centre, was an expression of many years of the VOCYL
youth sharing their lives and their experiences to make an impact in their
community. Their passion for everyone's right to belong continues to inspire
and fuel amazing results—and I am so proud of each and every one of them!  

Tracy Lemke, VOCYL Coordinator

(Left): A VOCYL youth pretending to be a paperboy
and "selling" the VOCYL book at the launch event.
(Right): The cover art of the VOCYL book designed
by VOCYL youth, Adam Irwin-Gunn.

Community Living Victoria
VOCYL has been a vital part of Community Living Victoria
(CLV) since 2004.  
Community Living Victoria was started on December
16, 1955 by a group of dedicated parents.  Today, as the
largest not for profit community living service provider on
Vancouver Island, Community Living Victoria provides a
range of support services to children, youth and adults with
developmental disabilities and their families.
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Their work is guided by their values, experience and history
and draws from strong roots in the community. Community
Living Victoria recognizes the rights of everyone to have
a full range of life choices, including access to education,
affordable and appropriate housing, leisure options, gainful
employment and participation in the community. A healthy
community encourages the involvement of everyone.
For more information please visit:
www.communitylivingvictoria.ca
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Spreading Love on Valentine's Day
This outreach activity began after a unique conversation at a VOCYL
meeting regarding people that are stereotyped or marginalized in our
community. VOCYL youth began thinking about those in our society
that might be treated differently or unfairly like many of them have
been because of their differences. The youth wanted to do something to
encourage these individuals somehow.  Due to this discussion, VOCYL
began a yearly Valentine's Day outreach activity  at local shelters.  
VOCYL youth spent time baking and decorating goodies to share with
individuals at the shelters and put together beautiful care packages
with kind and encouraging messages. This giving back activity provided
VOCYL youth with a unique opportunity to learn and move past
stereotypes and venture out of their comfort zone to encourage and
care for others.

Downtown Ice capades
VOCYL youth can’t stay away from each other for too long and found themselves
planning and enjoying a great day of outdoor skating over the Christmas break.
The Fairmont Empress Hotel generously provided the group with an admission
discount for an afternoon of skating, laughing, sliding and clutching to each
other for their dear lives!  To top off the day, they were also given delicious hot
chocolate and popcorn to keep their energy up for the joyous occasion.

volunteer Spotlight:
My name is Ryan and I am
a grade 11 student.
Outside of class, I like to
get involved in school
clubs such as Free the
Children, Athletic Club,
and Mandarin Club. I like
to follow all sports (especially
hockey, basketball and football)
and on the weekends, I work as a hockey official and
a lifeguard.

Ryan

opportunity to see life from different points of views.
The diversity of experiences and perspectives at VOCYL
has opened my eyes and made me realize that people
from different backgrounds can come together and
enrich each other’s lives in a positive way.
I always feel great after VOCYL meetings and I love that
I can just be myself. My hope is that I help make others
feel good and that I can be a positive impact on people's
lives as well. As a volunteer with VOCYL, I started out
thinking I was there to only help others, but quickly
learned that VOCYL was helping me appreciate and see
life through different points of view.

Volunteering with VOCYL has provided me with the
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VOCYL's Organizational Goals
Goal #1:

Sharing The VOCYL Message

As we all know, inclusion is not just a disability issue—at
some point in our lives we’ve all felt left out or as though
we didn’t belong. Feeling rejected is universal…everyone
can relate.
The young people in this program are able to share the
message of inclusion because they make it relevant and
personal. Through VOCYL’s presentations, students are
individually challenged while participating in interactive
games. Topics such as stereotypes, labels, cliques, bullying,
inclusion and loneliness are discussed, challenged and
broken down. Bringing these issues to the point of
awareness is the first step in creating change.

Goal #2: Building

Leadership Skills

Leadership skill development plays a vital role in the VOCYL
curriculum. We firmly believe that in order for inclusion and
belonging to be embraced in our schools and communities,
the individuals sharing the message of inclusion must be
prepared, confident and empowered.
Taking part in bi-weekly meetings and events, VOCYL teens
have the opportunity to participate in the following areas:
development of personal awareness and listening skills;
group communication; team building; public speaking;
sharing their personal stories; project and event planning;
media and technology; fundraising; advocacy; meeting
facilitation; and building friendships.

Goal #3:

Making Connections

Connection and unity are essential ingredients for a truly
inclusive community.  Working with other organizations
helps to increase our presence and credibility within
the community and also gives us more resources and
expertise to strengthen and broaden our outreach.
Building partnerships and meaningful connections will
also transform the way youth relate to one another at
school, in the VOCYL program and in their communities.
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Fun in the Sun
Members spend the school year
brainstorming, planning,
fundraising and spreading their
message so, by the time June rolls
around, they are ready to relax!  
This past year, the youth finished
off the year with a fun-filled
weekend at Camp Pringle on
Shawnigan Lake.  At the retreat,
they enjoyed crafts, ping-pong,
basketball, singing and smores
down by the fire.

Special guest Sherwin Strong, an
inspirational self advocate, shared
the history of First Nations and
residential schools and compared
it with the history of people with
disabilities and the institutions
they were placed into in the
past. His presentation generated
thought provoking conversations
amongst the youth, affirming their
purpose on why they work so
hard every year.

Team Building Day
Team Building Day is an important event every fall as it provides the youth
with the chance to work together as a team, develop leadership and
communication skills and to get to know themselves and others in the
group better. Youth spent time participating in activities that not only had
a teaching purpose but were a lot of fun as well.

Painting a Message of Inclusion
Anytime VOCYL can connect with and be part of the community is a chance to live their values and let people see that
inclusion really is possible and beautiful. This year, we had the opportunity to collaborate with Knox Presbyterian Church
and painted a beautiful mural on the north wall of their church.
The mural was drawn by one of our VOCYL youths, Genevieve Chandler, and was painted in with the help of the VOCYL team.  
The youths had tons of fun bringing the mural to life and everyone had a role—no matter what their ability was!
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Unity & Diversity Project
VOCYL recently completed a very successful 3 year project entitled "The Middle School Project" and was eager to look for
a new endeavor in September 2014 to challenge themselves with. With generous donations from The Victoria Foundation
and Variety - The Children's Charity, their dream was fullfilled and VOCYL embarked on a new project called the “Unity and
Diversity Middle School and High School Project.”  
With this new project, VOCYL continued to present inclusion awareness presentations to over 300 grade six students in 2
local Middle Schools and—in addition to this—VOCYL also collaborated with 2 social inclusion programs in 2 local high
schools. This new collaboration with the high schools was a natural flow and connection because it enabled VOCYL to
continue their education with the existing middle school students they presented to.
The presentations continued to be hit with the students as they participated in intentional activities that promoted
outreach, compassion and integrated relationships with their peers. Diversity was celebrated and students were introduced
to the concept of being stakeholders in their school community, actively participating in creating a sense of belonging
for everyone.
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"Words really can hurt even if you are just joking."
"It doesn't matter what people think of you - just be yourself!"

"I learned how to be a better person and to help stop bullying."

"Everyone might look different but it is what is on the inside that counts."

Do vocyl presentations have an impact on students?
95% of surveyed students said VOCYL helped them understand how difficult it is for kids with disabilities to fit in.
76% of surveyed students said VOCYL helped them feel more comfortable around people with disabilities.
98% of surveyed students said they are committed to being kinder to others in school, even those that are different.
53% of surveyed students said their peers seemed more accepting and kind to one another after the presentation.
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VOCYL Youth
Spotlight:
Saying that Zola and Cassidy
are friends would be an
understatement!
The two VOCYL
members have
been best friends
for over 10 years
and have shared
many special times
together. “We met
at a nature group
and what makes our
friendship so special is that we
get along with each other and we always work together.
We love to hang out and play games,” says Cassidy.
Although the two share many common interests they
are also very different in many ways.  Cassidy loves to
read and do creative writing, and attended the Victoria
College of Art last year.  Zola,  the more gregarious of the
two, loves to sing and dance and has won many ribbons
for her performances with Special Olympics Rhythmic
Gymnastics.
Despite their remarkable capabilities and talents, both

Cassidy & Zola
women have experienced the pain of feeling different
and being left out by their peers because of their
different abilities.  Zola, who has Down Syndrome,
remembers feeling sad and angry when people
wouldn’t take the time to get to know her and was even
called the “R” word by other kids.  
Cassidy, who has autism, has also felt this loneliness.
“People would think that I couldn’t speak or that I wasn’t
smart, because I was so shy. I worried that students
would make fun of me. They didn’t know that I was
smart and a good friend.”
Zola hopes that people will take the time to get to
know her (and Cassidy) instead of judging them by their
disability. “I want people to know that I have feelings,
that I’m friendly and funny, and I want them to see me
first, not the Down Syndrome.”
Ever since joining VOCYL, the group has helped both
women feel more confident and accepted for who
they are. “I encourage you,” says Cassidy, “to reach out
and include people that might seem different than
you.  A small act of kindness like saying hello or inviting
someone to sit with you at lunch can make a huge
difference in a person’s life.”

"Tracy

and the VOCYL youth really make the
students feel comfortable. For some it might
be the first time around people with disabilities.
It’s a chance for them to realize we all have so
much more in common than
we have differences."

A Teacher's Perspective . . .
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Join the

team!

The members of the VOCYL program have the opportunity
to meet new people, participate in community initiatives,
give presentations and workshops, plan social events and,
of course, have fun! We are looking for youth who . . .
•
•
•
•
•
•

Are between 15–21 years of age
Are looking to develop and further their leadership skills
Believe everyone deserves to be accepted and included
Like to meet new people
Want to make a difference in their school and community
Love to socialize and have fun

For more information, find us under "Youth Services" at:
www.communitylivingvictoria.ca

Want to hear a presentation?
Interested in a collaboration?
If your program, school or organization would like a VOCYL presentation or is interested
in collaborating with our program, please get in touch with us! We love developing
relationships with community members and are always looking for new opportunities.

Contact the VOCYL Program Coordinator at:
Phone: 250-477-7231 (ext. 241)

Email: tlemke@clvic.ca

Thank you to our donors!
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